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ABSTRACT

Vibrational signals that are generated when a finger is swept
over an uneven surface can be reliably detected via low-cost
sensors that are in proximity to the interaction surface. Such
interactions provide an alternative to touchscreens by
enabling always-available input. In this paper we
demonstrate that Inertial Measurement Units (known as
IMUs) embedded in many off-the-shelf smartwear are well
suited for capturing vibrational signals generated by a user’s
finger swipes, even when the IMU appears in a smartring or
smartwatch. In comparison to acoustic based approaches for
capturing vibrational signals, IMUs are sensitive to a vast
number of factors, both, in terms of the surface and swipe
properties, when the interaction is carried out. We contribute
by examining the impact of these surface and swipe
properties, including surface or bump height and density,
surface stability, sensor location, swipe style, and swipe
direction. Based on our results, we present a number of usage
scenarios to demonstrate how this approach can be used to
provide always-available input for digital interactions.

or PassTures, that generate mechanical vibrations at
different frequencies that can be captured through various
sensors, such as a contact microphone [5, 6, 7] or an
accelerometer [20]. Although such a concept has not
thoroughly exploited the vibrational signals from ubiquitous
Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs, e.g., combination of
accelerometer and gyroscope), these seem optimal for such
forms of interactions as they are embedded in most wristworn and finger-worn devices, thus not requiring additional
instrumentation of the user’s body or environment. They also
have the advantage of operating with countless natural and
fabricated textured surfaces, as shown in Figure 1b and 1c.
For example, swiping over a book binder coil can move
forward or backward through a digital presentation.
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H.5.2 User Interface
INTRODUCTION

Always-available input makes digital input possible through
physical interactions with everyday objects [24].
Demonstrations of always-available input on walls [5], tables
[21], and other items [15, 18] exemplify how interactions can
occur away from the digital device and in the user’s
immediate physical environment. A general approach
includes capturing vibrational signals that get emitted when
swiping a finger over an object or surface (Figure 1a), and
converting this energy into interactions [5, 6, 7, 11]. We refer
to this group of always-available input as passive textures,
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Figure 1. PassTures (a) mechanical vibrations captured from
swiping over bumped surfaces travel through the finger and
hand to the wrist; (b) swiping over binder rings can move
forward/backward through a digital presentation; (c) textures
can be fabricated to trigger PassTure interactions.

PassTure interactions are influenced by a number of factors,
including the location of the IMU (finger or wrist), the
properties of the natural or fabricated surface (in particular
the number of textured ridges, their height, etc.) and the
nature of the swipe (direction, pressure, etc). While prior
projects demonstrate the possibility of creating PassTure
interactions with contact acoustic/piezo sensors [5, 6, 7, 11,
19], in this paper, we provide a thorough exploration of
factors that affect PassTure interactions with wrist- or fingerworn IMUs. In particular, the examination of these factors
needs to consider the unique challenges with IMUs: they
have a lower bandwidth and sampling rate than acoustic
sensors, and are less sensitive to vibrations, as signals get
dampened while traveling through fingers or the hand.

Our exploration highlights several findings. First, we
observe that PassTure interactions are possible when the
IMU is embedded in a ring- or wrist-based device. This is the
case even when the user wears a glove, which further
dampens any mechanical vibrational signals. Second, a
simple recognition algorithm which we extended from
McGrath and Li [12] can reliably detect surfaces with bumps
as small as 1mm high. Lastly, a variety of textured surfaces
can be fabricated to differentiate the captured signals.
Collectively, these results advance our current knowledge of,
and provide a viable alternative to, acoustic-based PassTure
interactions for always-available input. We summarize our
contributions as: 1) introducing IMUs with finger-worn or
wrist-worn devices as an alternative to existing alwaysavailable PassTure interaction; 2) a systematic examination
of factors that influence IMU-based PassTure interactions;
and 3) applications of our results to scenarios in which
always-available input can enrich one’s digital interactions.
RELATED WORK

We first present a broad overview of approaches that
facilitate always-available touch. We then describe existing
PassTure interactions based on acoustic / piezo sensing
techniques, and describe a list of factors previously
investigated under these methods.
Non-PassTure Interactions for Always-available Touch

Computer vision based techniques have been widely used for
supporting touch on physical objects. For example, Portico
[1], Bonfire [9], Omnitouch [4], and Imaginary Phone [3] use
external cameras mounted above a laptop or on the user’s
body to detect touch events occurring in front of the cameras.
However, computer vision approaches usually require
computationally expensive algorithms and suffer from
environmental changes and obstacles. Alternative
approaches include infra-red, capacitive and bio sensors. For
example, Pinstripe [10] enables touch sensing on regular
clothing using capacitive sensing threads that are sewn into
the fabric. Similarly, PocketTouch [16] allows touch to be
sensed through fabric using a custom-made capacitive touch
sensor. Touché [18] allows touch input to be carried out on
daily objects by instrumenting the objects with a swept
frequency capacitive sensor. Wimmer and Baudisch [22]
further extend this concept to allow deformable objects to be
touchable by using time domain reflectometry technology.
Finally, touch from pinch gestures can be detected from
electromyography sensors worn on a user’s forearm [17],
from sensors implanted under the user’s skin [8], or by
having the sensors on the user’s body but completely hidden
from the user [14]. The aforementioned approaches rely on
sophisticated sensors to enable touch input on daily objects.
We take a completely different approach by re-purposing the
existing IMU sensors in smartwatches and smartrings for
sensing touch input on daily objects.
PassTure Interactions

The use of acoustics has been widely explored for enabling
touch on physical objects. Scratch input [5] uses an
embedded microphone to detect finger scratches on a table

or a wall. Toffee [23] uses four back-mounted piezo discs on
a mobile device to sense the location of a finger tap on the
table, on which the device resides. Touch & Activate [15]
instruments daily objects using piezo discs to sense the
change of resonant spectra upon a touch event. Stane [13]
and Textured Pad [11] use a piezo attached to a textured
surface to sense finger scratches. Acoustic Barcodes [7]
takes a similar approach but encodes 1D barcode data into a
textured surface. Skinput [6] is a bio-acoustic sensor array
worn on the forearm that can detect finger taps on different
locations of the arm. Finally, Lamello [19] extends Acoustic
Barcodes to passive tangible widgets. Though these
approaches require little instrumentation effort, piezo
sensors (contact microphones) are not as pervasive as IMUs
as seen on nowadays mobile phones and wearable devices.
Factors Influencing PassTure Interactions

We summarize the relevant factors that prior projects have
considered when exploring PassTure interactions. These
factors, listed in Table 1, provide a basis for differentiating
and identifying several new dimensions for exploring IMUbased PassTure interactions (listed in Table 2).
Sensing Approach

A contact microphone/piezo can be used to monitor audio
vibrations through solid objects. It is only sensitive to
mechanical vibrational signals (AC phenomenon) and is less
prone to ambient audio noise such as sound in the air. Scratch
Input [5], Acoustic Barcodes [7] and Lamello [19] used offthe-shelf piezo sensors. Specially designed piezo sensors for
narrow and low frequency band signals also exist, such as the
one used in Skinput [6]. Compared to the popular use of
piezo-electric microphones, the use of motion sensors such
as accelerometers has been less explored.
In this work we focus on accelerometer-based sensors that
are often embedded in modern wearables for motion sensing.
These embedded sensors are designed for detecting
acceleration of gravity. Compared to piezoelectric microphones, accelerometers usually have a lower band-width
(e.g., 40-60Hz is adequate for human motion sensing, while
piezoelectric microphones can be in the range of hundreds of
Hertz) and lower sensitivity. For instance, scratching over a
table surface has almost no effect on an accelerometer
attached to the table. In spite of this, an accelerometer is
adequate to monitor body vibrations, such as hand/finger
shakes. Accelerometers have been attached to robots to
simulate vibrotactile feedback [20].
Sensor Position

Unlike voice microphones, the sensors listed in Table 1 have
to be steadily attached to the contact objects (e.g., tables,
walls, windows [5, 7], widgets [19], or human bodies [6]) in
order to capture vibration signals. With signals travelling
through the contact object it is better the closer the sensor is
positioned to the vibration source. Interestingly, our
exploration (Section Factor Exploration) shows that a motion
sensor worn on a finger or on the wrist provides equally good
results for PassTure interactions.
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*Brute force features are time domain signal information such as velocity, amplitude, deviation etc.
Table 1. Design factors discussed in previous work.
Signal Sampling Rate

CAPTURING IMU-BASED PASSTURE INTERACTIONS

Most previous work sampled signals at high (400Hz [20]) or
very high frequencies (>=1.6kHz [5, 6, 7, 19]) to capture
high-frequency vibrations and to provide sufficient
frequency features to distinguish user-produced vibrations
from other possible vibrations (surrounding noise). We
demonstrate that for vibrations observed on a hand, a much
lower sampling rate at ~100Hz is sufficient when a motion
sensor is used.

The level of expressiveness produced by a PassTure
interaction depends on how well the sensor can register
vibrations from finger swipes across physical textures. Aside
from previous considerations, several other factors are likely
to influence system performance. We group these factors
into four categories: Hardware & Software, Environment,
Surface properties, and User-determined factors (Table 2).
This categorization is not intended to be exhaustive; rather,
our intention is to provide a starting point for exploring the
factors affecting IMU-based PassTure interactions.
Previously, only Sukhoy et al. [20] has used an
accelerometer which they mounted on a humanoid robot’s
finger to identify surfaces through vibration patterns.

Texture

The texture of contact objects is an important factor as it
potentially enriches vibration signal patterns and so enlarges
the possible interaction design space. Textures can be
differentiated by material [5, 7] and geometry properties
such as length and width [19]. With the 3D-printed textured
pads we explored, we can produce a large collection of
textures that provides many unique vibration signals. In our
surroundings, it is also easy to find surfaces with various
textures. The richness of potential contact surfaces and their
different surfaces provide both opportunities and challenges.
Accordingly, designers can benefit from understanding
which properties to exploit in order to achieve good
recognition rates. In opposite to prior investigations, we
address and closely examine the texture factor.
Signal Generation

Vibration signals can be generated when a textured pad is
swiped using various probes [7]. It becomes especially
interesting when a finger is used because the vibration adds
tactile feedback. In this way, tangible interaction scenarios
can be introduced [19].

For our studies we chose to devise our own “smartwear” and
not to use any commercially available devices. This
eliminates any possible confounds resulting from the
different hardware implementations and capabilities of the
devices and thus allows for device-independent comparison
between a finger-worn and a wrist-worn IMU. Our emulated
smartwear prototype is shown in Figure 2. It uses a
commercial low-cost IMU (Bosch BNO055) which is
powered by a custom-made controller board. Sensor data is
sampled at only 100Hz (which is much less than what is
possible with acoustic sensors, but comparable to what is
achievable with popular wearable devices such as the
Samsung Gear Live smartwatch which reads accelerometer

Applications

Previous projects have used acoustic sensors (piezo electric
microphones) to demonstrate that vibration signals can be
used to provide always-available and tangible input. In the
following sections, we explore the use of a wrist- and fingerworn IMU and present potential usage scenarios.

Figure 2. Prototype. (a) IMU sensor for finger. (b) IMU sensor
for wrist. (c) MCU board. (d) MCU board and battery.

data at up to 200Hz). The data is sent to a laptop using the
ZigBee wireless transceiver on the controller board.
In pilots we found that swiping the index finger over an
object takes roughly 0.75 seconds, from start to finish.
Accordingly, to ensure that our software (implemented with
Java) captures the complete swipe motion, including the
important moment when the finger crosses a bump which is
indicated by a peak value in device acceleration, we defined
the size of our signal extraction window to 64 frames
(~0.64s). The acceleration data points in each window are
then transferred into the frequency domain using the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT). Since the results of FFT are
mirrored, only the values of the first 32 bins are converted
into decibels and used as features to classifying the IMU
signals. Furthermore, we follow McGrath and Li’s method
[12] and calculate a number of additional features to be able
to reliably distinguish between a swipe on a PassTure and
any causal hand movements. Our additional features include:
the standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis of
accelerations, the distance between the minimal and maximal

Surface Properties

Environ
ment

Hardware
& Software

Property/Factor

PASSTURE EXPLORATION

We first demonstrate the feasibility of detecting finger
swipes across non-flat surfaces using “off-the-shelf”-like
hardware. After that we explore the influence of six of the
many possible factors that may influence a PassTure
system’s detection accuracy (the selected factors are marked
with a star in Table 2).
PassTure Feasibility Demonstration on Everyday Objects

For our feasibility demonstration we use six “everyday”
objects that could be appropriated for PassTure interactions
in daily life. Our objects are made of different materials
and/or provide PassTures of different character (e.g.,
Explanation

Sensor position* The sensor unit can be positioned on any part of the arm that performs the swiping motion. From close to the
swipe surface to far away on the elbow, e.g., mounted on a fingernail, incorporated in a finger ring, a wristwatch,
or in a bracelet around the elbow. The sensor unit in a smartphone can also be used with the user holding the
smartphone in the swiping hand while performing the swipe.
Sensor quality Performance, reliability, resolution, frame rate …
Training period and training approach of the classifier. Features used in the classifier; Accuracy and robustness
Classifier
performance of algorithm. Richness and noise of the training data.
The environment within which the PassTure system is used can be unstable and shaky, such as in a car or a train,
or stable, as in a kitchen or shop. Unstable environments contain more ambient vibration noise.
Moisture in the environment or on the user’s finger can influence the swiped surface and/or the swipe, e.g.,
Moisture
swiping with a greasy finger vs. a dry finger.
The surface can be in a fixed position where a swipe does not alter the position or in a less stable position where
Stability
a swipe alters the surface’s position, e.g., a swipe across a surface carried in the hand.
The surface can have a constant or irregular curvature, be flat or curved (e.g., convex or concave), or have a mixed
Curvature
curvature with both flat and curved parts.
The surface and/or the bumps can be of materials with varying softness.
Material
Bump dimension* The bumps on the surface can have any height, width, and length.
Bump shape The bumps on the surface can be sharp, flat, rounded, or slanted.
Bump spacing* The bumps on a multi-bump surface can be closely or sparsely distributed across the surface.
The bumps on a multi-bump surface can be evenly or unevenly distributed across the surface. Individual bumps,
Profile
or groups of bumps, can vary in dimension, shape and spacing.
Stability

Swipe length

User-Determined

values in two consecutive windows, the finger’s swiping
direction, the forearm’s pointing direction, and the finger’s
pointing direction. To overcome the drift in the sensor and to
reduce accumulated errors, we apply a first-order
Butterworth high-pass filter on the raw data (using a cutoff
frequency of 0.1Hz). The resulting feature vector is then used
to train a SVM to identify swipes on different bumpy
surfaces (similar to most related work).

Swipe device*
Swipe pressure
Swipe direction*
Swipe speed
Finger posture*

A swipe that starts close to the first bump on a multi-bump surface may yield a different overall swipe pattern
than a swipe that starts further away from the first bump. Likewise, the distance swept after the last bump may
influence the swipe pattern.
A user can swipe with a finger w/ or w/o glove or with any other object, e.g., the tip of a pen or a corner of a
credit card. Properties, such as the size, flexibility, sharpness, and the material of the swipe object can vary.
A user can regulate the pressure applied to the swipe surface. The pressure can be constant throughout a swipe or
the pressure can vary during a swipe.
A user can swipe across a bump along the horizontal orientation (left-to-right, right-to-left) or along the vertical
orientation (up-to-down, down-to-up). On a larger surface with a “shape” the swipe direction or finger motion
might be circular or diagonal.
A user can swipe at different speeds. The speed can be constant throughout a swipe or the speed can vary.
A user can swipe with different finger postures or swipe while holding the finger (or swipe object) at any angle
to the surface. A user can have the finger (or swipe object) in an upright position (i.e., close to a 90° angle to the
stripe) or in a more horizontal position (i.e., close to a 0° angle to the stripe) while swiping.

Table 2. Categories of factors that are likely to influence the classification accuracy of a PassTure system.

distance between “crests” and “valleys”, uniform or nonuniform height and width of “crests”). We use: a book with
a metal ring binder, a plastic bottle with pronounced grooves
and ridges, a plastic comb, a metal dish rack, a human hand,
and a conch shell, all shown in Figure 3a.
Participants and Procedure

We recruited twelve participants (seven male; all righthanded; between 21 and 30 years old) and used our
prototype, as described above and shown in Figure 2.
Results from our own explorations and from a pilot study
indicate that a naturally performed and unconstrained finger
swipes across the selected objects last roughly 0.75 seconds.
We used this information to reduce the need of extensive
preprocessing of the data delivered from the sensors before
our analyses and opted to visually prompt the participants to
swipe at regular intervals, during which sensor data was
recorded. We displayed a countdown counter on a monitor
in front of the participant (depicted in Figure 3c) to guide the
start of each swipe. We instructed the participants to start a
swipe when the prompt turned green and finish the swipe
before the prompt turned red after 1.5 seconds. Thus,
providing enough time for comfortable and natural swipe
behavior, yet limiting the amount of recorded sensor data. We
monitored the compliance to the prompt and noted any swipes
that started or ended outside the time frame when recording
was on (a swipe counter was shown on the monitor).
All participants performed swipes on all six objects. We
instructed them to swipe with the index finger of the
dominant hand and showed where to swipe at each of the
objects, as indicated with green arrows in Figure 3b. We also
instructed participants to position the object at a comfortable
distance at the table, if necessary fixate it with the nondominant hand (e.g., when swiping on the light comb or
bottle), and to swipe in a vertical direction, e.g., from far
away toward the stomach. When swiping on the hand,
participants were instructed to rest their non-dominant hand on
the table and to slightly spread its fingers.
Participants performed 65 recorded swipes on each object,
had 10 to 20 practice swipes with each new object, and a
short break after each object. The order of the objects was
randomized between participants. We collected data from a

total of 12 (participants) × 6 (objects) × 65 (repetitions) =
4,680 swipes and ended up with 9.360 swipe recordings,
4,680 from the finger sensor and 4,680 from the wrist sensor.
Training and Classification

According to our notes during data collection, we manually
removed the data from swipes that the participant did not
start or end within the active data recording time frame. In
total, we removed data from 179 such erroneous swipes
(~3.8%). At most, we had to remove 15 swipes for a
participant and object combination. Thus, after the removal
we still had a sufficiently large number of swipe samples for
each participant and object combination (min. 50 samples). On
the remaining samples (4,501 from each sensor), we used
Chang and Lin’s [2] LIBSVM toolkit, tuned the required
SVM-parameters that produced high cross-validation (with k
= 10) scores and trained a 6-class classifier (swipes on six
objects) for each participant and sensor combination. Below,
we report on the mean accuracy calculated across the 24
classification rounds (12 participants × 2 sensors).
Results

The overall classification accuracy was 89.4%. Patterns in
the data from the wrist sensor allow us to correctly determine
which object was swiped in 90.2% of the cases, data from the
finger sensor provide an accuracy-level of 88.7%. For all
objects we could achieve a classification accuracy well
above 80%. The overall classification accuracy ranged from
84.6% for the shell with the finger sensor to 96.3% for the
dish rack with the wrist sensor.
We suspect that the lower performance with the shell may be
attributed to its non-uniform “wavy” surface: both
undulation height and undulation distance vary where
participants swiped. With the exception of the hand, the other
objects have a uniform surface. The classification accuracies
for the different objects and object-sensor combinations are
listed in the top part of Table 3.
With these encouraging results we were interested to see
whether the classification accuracy could be improved by
reducing the number of objects. Accordingly, we removed
the shell, which had the lowest accuracy and has a very
similar bump-density as the bottle (cf. Figure 3b) and used a
5-class classifier. Without the shell, the overall accuracy is

Figure 3. (a) The tested objects. (b) Highlight of the parts on the objects where participants swiped. (c) Setup with screen prompt.
(d) 3D-printed stripes with varying bump density as used in one of our later explorations.

5 obj.

6 obj.

now 91.6% (wrist: 92.5%, finger: 90.8%). The accuracy for
each of the five objects is around 90% or well above, as listed
at the bottom of Table 3.
Wrist
Finger
Mean
Wrist
Finger
Mean

Book
90.7%
89.6%
90.2%
90.9%
90.5%
90.7%

Bottle
90.0%
88.1%
89.0%
94.9%
90.3%
92.6%

Comb
89.0%
89.8%
89.4%
89.7%
91.4%
90.5%

Shell
85.1%
84.1%
84.6%
–
–
–

Rack
96.3%
93.5%
94.9%
96.5%
93.0%
94.8%

Hand
90.1%
86.9%
88.5%
90.6%
88.6%
89.6%

Mean
90.2%
88.7%
89.4%
92.5%
90.8%
91.6%

Table 3. Classification accuracy, with and without the shell.

In summary, these results are within the same range (or
higher) than reported in previous projects [5, 6, 7, 19] where
special purpose hardware was used and sensor data was
sampled at very high frequencies (>=1.6kHz). Our results
demonstrate that designing and using PassTure interactions
for a low-frequency IMU (100Hz) – as typically found in
smartwear devices – is indeed feasible and can be used to
identify objects the user swipes across.
Next we turn our focus to a few of the numerous factors that
are likely to influence the classification accuracy of a
PassTure system.
Factor Explorations

Our initial listing (Table 2) of possible factors that need to be
considered when designing PassTure interactions includes
four organizing factor categories: Hardware & Software,
Environment, Surface properties, and User-determined. For
our initial exploration we chose to focus on user-determined
factors and surface properties. We report on findings
regarding six factors/aspects: 1) the spacing between the
bumps on the surface, 2) the direction of swipes (horizontally
vs. vertically), 3) the swipe style (swiping with a fingertip vs.
swiping with a finger nail), 4) the height of the bumps on the
surface, 5) surface stability (stable on a table vs. on unstable
ground), and 6) swipe device (swiping with a bare finger vs.
swiping when wearing a glove).
We used 3D-printed stripes, such as those depicted in Figure
3d, 5 and 7, as swipe surfaces for our explorations. This
enabled us to precisely control the surface properties, e.g.,
the height of bumps and distance between bumps, and to a
somewhat limited extent minimize the influence of
uncontrolled factors. We envision this type of PassTure to be
created using a 3D printer, perhaps by the end-user herself.
We printed our stripes with the desired surface-properties
using a Makerbot Replicator 3D-printer and the Makerbot
PLA filament. We collected sensor data for our explorations
using the same procedure, on-screen instructions, and
hardware as in our feasibility demonstration. We followed the
same approach for SVM-training and classification as
described above.
Bump Spacing

The bumps on a multi-bump surface can be closely or
sparsely distributed across the surface (a surface could of

course also have only one single bump; in our other
explorations we focus on surfaces with one bump). For
textures with multiple bumps, the space between the bumps
effects the motion frequencies detected by the sensors (as
demonstrated in [7]). While the distribution of bumps can be
non-uniform, which is the case for many everyday objects,
we limited ourselves to explore uniform spacing. To gain
initial insights, we collected sensor data from swipes across
eight stripes with different bump intervals: 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5,
5.5, 6.5, 7.5, and 8.5 millimeters. Each bump was 1mm high.
The stripes are depicted in Figure 3d. 12 new participants
swiped 65 times across each stripe.
Classification accuracy: We trained a 2-class classifier for
each of the 28 pairs of stripes for each participant and sensor.
The overall accuracy (i.e., the mean calculated across the 12
(participants) × 28 (pairs) × 2 (sensors) = 672 classifiers) was
90.5%. The accuracy for the wrist sensor and finger sensor
was 91.1% respectively 89.9%. Figure 4 shows the mean
classification accuracy for each of the 28 spacing pairs. The
accuracy ranged from 80.2% (finger, 6.5 vs. 7.5) to 96.8%
(wrist, 1.5 vs. 7.5). We were somewhat surprised to find such
high accuracies even for pairs that only differ by 1mm.
However, in general, the classification accuracy increases
with increasing spacing difference (1mm: 84%, 2mm: 90%,
3mm: 92%, 4mm: 93%, 5mm: 94%, 6mm: 95%, 7mm: 95%).
Swipe Direction and Swipe Style.

Figure 4. Color scaled maps of pairwise classification accuracy
of the eight different bump densities.

A user can swipe across a surface in numerous ways, using
different amount of pressure, swiping from different
directions, using a soft flexible finger or a sharp or stiff
devices such as a stylus or a pen. So far we did only study
“vertical” swipes, i.e., where the user swept across the
surface from far away towards the body, letting the finger
quickly “snap” across the bumps, as illustrated in Figure 5a.

Figure 5. Vertical (a) and horizontal (b) swipe direction with
fingertip-style (top) and nail-style (bottom).

A user can also use a “horizontal” movement, letting the
finger “slide” sideways across the bumps, as illustrated in
Figure 5b. Furthermore, according to our observations, most

of our previous participants consistently swept with their
fingertip, a few, however, swept with the finger in a more
upright position, causing the finger nail to contact with the
surface and “grabbing” the bumps, as illustrated in the lower
part of Figure 5. We suspected that swipes with a fleshy
fingertip dampens the vibrations and so produce different
vibration patterns than swipes with a stiff object, such as a
stylus or finger nail. Likewise, we also suspected that there
would be a differences between horizontal and vertical
swipes. Accordingly, we started exploring the swipe style
and the swipe direction factors by testing the fingertip-style
and the nail-style in the horizontal and in the vertical
directions, as shown in Figure 5a and b. We limited our
exploration to “up-to-down” swipes for the vertical
orientation and “left-to-right” swipes for the horizontal
orientation (compass readings can be used to distinguish
between opposite movement directions, we were interested
in the vibration patterns caused by different “approach”
directions). Furthermore, to exclude any possible effects
caused by a particular bump spacing we decided to compare
swipes across a stripe with one 1mm high bump and a flat
stripe within each of the four direction-swipe style
combinations (Figure 5). Accordingly, we collected sensor
data from swipes across stripes that were either positioned
vertically or horizontally in front of the user and required the
user to either swipe with the nail-style or fingertip-style.
Twelve new participants swiped 65 times with each of the
four direction-swipe style combinations. Classification
accuracy: We trained a 2-class classifier (bump vs. flat) for
each of the four direction-swipe style combinations for each
participant and sensor. The overall classification accuracy
(i.e., the mean calculated across the 12 (participants) × 4
(combinations) × 2 (sensors) = 48 classifiers) was 95.6%.
The accuracy for the wrist sensor and finger sensor was
95.3% respectively 95.9% and the nail-style resulted in an
accuracy of 95.5% and the fingertip-style resulted in an
accuracy of 95.8%. We found a larger difference between the
two directions, 93.4% for vertical and 97.8% for horizontal.
Looking at the differences between the four direction-swipe
style combinations for the two sensors, shown in Figure 6,
reveals that some combinations yield lower accuracies than
others. The accuracy with the finger sensor is higher when
swipes are performed using the fingertip as opposed to the
fingernail, for both the horizontal and vertical directions.

Figure 6. Classification accuracies for the four direction-swipe
style combinations for the finger sensor and wrist sensor.

However, the opposite is true in the case of the wrist sensor:
classification accuracy was actually higher for both
directions when participants swiped using the fingernail.
After close inspection of Figure 6, we also see that the

difference between the two swipe styles is greater in the
vertical direction with the finger sensor but, more so, that the
greatest difference between the two swipe styles occurs in
the horizontal direction with the wrist sensor. Possible
interplays between different factors such as these
demonstrate the complexity of these type of swipe
interactions and they clearly show the need for further
investigations regarding the many factors that need to be
considered when designing PassTure interactions.
Bump Height, Surface Stability, and Swipe Device

One of the fundamental properties that might determine the
classification accuracy is likely to be the height of the bumps
on a surface. For example, higher bumps may generate more
observable signals, i.e., signals with higher amplitude.
Accordingly, we did also explore the influence of the bump
height. We envision PassTure interactions to be particularly
suitable when the use of standard input modalities (e.g.,
touchscreen and mouse) is constrained, or impossible.
Accordingly, we extend our usage scenarios and explore the
effect of wearing a glove, which dampens the signals during
a swipe. Such a scenario applies to cases where an operator
may be working with heavy machinery, thus wearing a
glove. Similarly, PassTure interactions on non-stable surfaces
may be desired in many working situations, thus we also
explored the effects of surface stability.
Again, we used stripes with one bump, that was either 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, or 1.6mm high and did also include
a flat stripe. We asked 12 new participants to swipe across
each of nine stripe 65 times while wearing a glove (maid of
wool) when the stripes were positioned on a table and when
they were mounted on a 3D-printed pen, as illustrated in
Figure 7. Pilot testing made evident that in order to swipe
from a stretched finger posture (Figure 7b) when holding the
pen, the user has to cross the bump using a contracting, or
“curling”, finger movement towards the palm. The resulting
vibrations were too weak for the wrist sensor (likewise when
using the opposite movement from curled to stretched finger).
Accordingly, we decided to abandon the wrist sensor and have
our participants to swipe from stretched to curled finger posture.

Figure 7. Stable (a) and (b) unstable swipe surfaces with glove
(top) and with bare finger (bottom).

Classification accuracy: We trained a 2-class classifier for
each of the 36 pairs of stripes from each participant’s swipes
under the four condition combinations: Pen & Bare Hand,
Pen & Glove, Table & Bare Hand, and Table & Glove. The
overall classification accuracy (i.e., the mean calculated

across the 12 (participants) × 36 (stripe pairs) × 4 (condition
combinations) = 1728 classifiers) was 86.2%. The accuracy
for the stable (table) and unstable (pen) surface was 86.8% and
85.5%, respectively. The accuracy with and without a glove
was 86.1% respectively 86.2%.
Figure 8 shows the accuracy results for each pairwise
comparison of the different bump heights. The accuracy
ranged from 71.2% (Pen & Bare Hand, 1.4 vs. 1.6mm) to
96.8% (Table & Bare Hand, 0.0 vs. 1.6mm). Again, as with
the achieved accuracy for the spacing factor, we were
somewhat surprised to find accuracies in this high range
given that the studied height differences were at most
1.6mm. Understandably, the smaller the difference, the
lower accuracy was obtained. Generally, for each
combination of the four condition combinations, we found
that with a height-difference around 1mm results in an
accuracy of 90% or above.

movement then in the horizontal movement, which produces
stronger vibrational signals. We also find it exciting that
wearing a glove does not affect the performance of our
system. This is somewhat surprising as we expect the
damping effect to be more noticeable when swiping with a
glove. More investigation is needed to investigate the effect
of gloves made with different material, as well as the effect
of the location of the sensor (e.g. whether the sensor is worn
outside or inside the glove). Applications of this knowledge
include using gloves in industrial or medical settings.
Finally, the IMU sensor is sensitive enough to pick up finger
crossings over a small bump (as small as 1mm in our
implementation). This opens an interesting space for
designing distinguishable planned bumps using height as a
parameter. User feedback suggests that people prefer small
and dense bumps for the sake of comfort when swiping. It is
thus important to balance the trade-off between the richness
of distinguishable bumps and system usability.
PASSTURE USAGE SCENARIOS

We present a number of usage scenarios that demonstrate
how natural and fabricated textures trigger PassTures
interactions. Many of the scenarios can also be made possible
through the instrumentation of objects using sensors.
However, we demonstrate that such efforts can be largely
reduced or avoided using IMU-based PassTure interactions.
All applications described were implemented using Java.
Touch Input on Un-instrumented Objects
Figure 8. Color scaled map of pairwise classification accuracy of
the nine different heights for the four stability-device conditions.

These results suggest that the recognizable height for a bump
needs to be higher than 1mm to guarantee an accuracy of
90% or above. More interestingly, we found that it is possible
to reliably distinguish between two bumps (with accuracy >
90%) as long as their heights differ with 1mm or more. The
accuracy for swipes performed on the table was generally
higher than for swipes on the pen. However, this was only true
when the bumps were higher than 1mm. This suggest that
swiping on bumps that are higher than 1mm can cause the
position of the pen to shift, thus affecting the sensor data. It is
surprising that wearing a glove did not hamper classification
accuracy. We consider this to be a positive result indicating
the usefulness of the approach – even in cases where the
vibrational signal may be dampened. However, it is also
plausible that the effect may not appear in untested conditions
(e.g., with a thicker glove, such as when skiing).
Exploration Summary

Our studies reveal some interesting findings. For example,
we find that swipe direction has an effect on the accuracy of
our system. The accuracy is higher in the horizontal
orientation than in the vertical orientation, which indicates
that swiping across a bump in a vertical orientation generates
less distinguishable vibrational signals. Our observation
suggests that this is mainly due to the bio-mechanical
structure of human fingers that is more flexible in the vertical

Cooking often results in wet hands that may prevent the user
from interacting with a touchscreen. The bumpy surfaces of
many kitchen items can be considered good candidate
textures for PassTure interactions. In our implementation,
swiping edges of a cutting board can be used for interacting
with a nearby tablet. We implemented PassTure interactions
to allow the user to swipe the finger from the edge of the
cutting board to the kitchen countertop to navigate through a
recipe book, as shown in Figure 9a. This allows the user to
use the tablet without drying the hands.

Figure 9. (a) A swipe across the edge of a cutting board to
switch pages in a digital recipe book. (b) A swipe across the
dish rack to navigate within videos.

Unlike acoustic sensing approaches [7] which cannot sense
swipe directions, IMU-based PassTures built using the
embedded wearable sensors detect multi-directional
gestures. In our implementation, the user can swipe left to
advance a page in the recipe book and swipe right to return
to the previous one. Similarly, the user can swipe up or down
to adjust the music volume. A swipe across the edge of a
cutting board generates a distinguishable vibrational signal

that can be differentiated from the same swiping gesture
carried out on a different object, such as a dish rack. We
configured our system to allow the user to launch a video
player with a swipe across a dish rack as illustrated in Figure
9b. Once launched, the user can swipe the dish rack to switch
between videos. The user can also swipe the tray of the dish
rack to pause and start the video.
Contextual Actions on a Single Object

Objects with non-uniform textures can generate distinguishable vibrational signals on different parts of the surface of an
object. This allows the user to trigger different contextual
actions using a single object. We implemented PassTure
interactions on a conch shell to create an engaging
environment for children exploring sea life in a museum
exhibit, for example. Via their smartwatch application, they
can swipe across the bumpy surface of the whorl to explore
the science of conches. Alternatively, a swipe across the
spire plays a video showing the characteristics of the
corresponding conch (Figure 10a).

Figure 10. (a) Swipes on different parts of a conch shell to
navigate through exhibition images and videos. (b)
Instrumenting a soldering iron with fabricated textures can
enable rapid interaction with circuit diagrams.
Instrumenting Objects Using Fabricated Textures

Fabricated textures can be placed on objects that do not have
a bumpy surface to enable PassTure. For example, a user can
easily turn a soldering iron into an interactive device to
facilitate work in situations where the user needs to examine
a series of circuit diagrams on a computer monitor during
hands-busy tasks (e.g., while operating the soldering iron).
Instead of shifting the hands between the soldering iron and
a computer mouse, the user can attach two or three fabricated
textures to the iron’s barrel, as shown in Figure 10b. The user
can then swipe the different textures while holding the
soldering iron, e.g., to zoom into the diagram. For
convenience, a user could also attach a fabricated texture on
a laptop to turn on and off the light in the room.
DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our studies provide an initial understanding of the
effectiveness and the limitations of using the ubiquitous IMU
sensor to detect swipe gestures across fabricated textures or
naturally occurring textures. While we did not formally
conduct a controlled study, our approach works on a
Samsung Gear Live smartwatch and achieves around 90%
accuracy on fabricated textures with 2mm high bumps and
with a spacing of 5mm and 10mm between bumps. This is
highly encouraging as it allows deploying PassTure
interactions for real-world scenarios.

The accuracy of identifying swipes across fabricated and
natural bumps depends on several factors. For example, we
found that different participants tend to swipe at different
speeds and in different ways. This requires the system to be
trained ad-hoc for each individual user, meaning that an extra
step of training is needed before the system can be used by a
new user. However, the model only needs to be trained once
(when a user puts the device on), which should not introduce
significant extra effort for the user. We also found that an
individual’s swiping styles may vary from swipe to swipe.
This makes it challenging for the system to maintain a good
performance in real-world environments, where the user may
choose to adopt different swiping styles for various reasons.
A possible solution, which is often used to solve this type of
problem, is to train the model with a significantly large
amount of data to cover as many possibilities. This will,
however, require us to first understand the swiping styles that
are commonly used by people. Table 2 suggests many other
factors (e.g., finger pressure during a swipe) that may affect
the accuracy of the system, which warrant further
investigation. Perhaps, an effective way to reduce the
number of variations in swiping style is to rely on the sensor
worn on the wrist. Our study shows that the location of the
sensor does not significantly affect the performance of the
system. Having the sensor on the wrist offers an additional
benefit due to the fact that the wrist has fewer degrees of
freedom than the finger, which may lead to more consistent
data for training the classifier, albeit at the cost of fewer
distinguishable patterns.
Unlike existing approaches using acoustics, the IMU sensor
can detect directional swipes which offers a larger interaction
space. For example, a single planned bump placed in either
a horizontal or vertical orientation can enable two
differentiable swipes. Placing the bump in the same
orientation but in two different planes in a 3D space (e.g., a
wall vs. a table) can also create differentiable swipes.
Additionally, we are interested in expanding the current
work and exploring how users and the system can work using
more complex gestures than swiping (e.g., circles or
rectangles) in a noisy environment. It is also our goal to use
the outcome of our research to inform the design of novel
tools to help novice users create fabricated textures at home
or in the office using accessible technologies (e.g., 3D
printers), and allow users to easily assign desired actions to
the textures in order to interact with their digital devices.
Finally, the interaction techniques we demonstrate here only
represent a small set of the possibilities we envision
PassTure interactions can be exploited in everyday
interactions. There are many other situations where PassTure
interactions can be useful, in particular for people who want
to quickly experiment their ideas and want to use
environmental objects for interactive tasks but without
having to permanently instrument the objects. Additionally,
unlike swiping on a flat surface, PassTure interactions give
users vibro-tactile feedback, which can be useful in eyes-free
interaction scenarios.

CONCLUSION

We demonstrated an approach to enable always-available
touch input without relying on instrumenting the
environment or the user. Our approach leverages the
differentiable bumpy textures of everyday objects to trigger
touch input for interactive tasks using a IMU sensor. Aside
from using the physical textures from daily objects, users can
also create their own textures using a 3D printer. This allows
the user to enrich the distinguishable textures in their
surroundings. To demonstrate the feasibility of this new
technique, we conducted a series of explorations. First, we
showed that our technique can effectively identify a group of
six everyday objects to enable unique PassTure interactions.
We then evaluated the performance of PassTure interactions
in a number of situations where we varied bump-spacing,
swiping style, swiping direction, and sensor location. We
also systematically identified the ideal bump height that can
reliably generate distinguishable vibration signals using a 3D
fabricated texture. Finally, we measured the performance of
PassTure in a more realistic situation with a presentation of
environmental noise (e.g., swiping when wearing a glove).
Based on these positive results, we presented a number of
usage scenarios that demonstrate how PassTure interactions
can be used to support always-available input.
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